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Our hotel lobby bar was under full reconstruction and we are incredibly pleased with the results. Come 
and see the new area and enjoy a delicious coffee Trucillo or a drink of your preference. We also took 
pictures of the bar, you can see them on our website in the gallery section - www.maximus-resort.cz/en/-
photo-gallery.

 

Even though the Slovak and Czech cuisines are very much alike, the Slovak includes many unique dishes 
you will not find anywhere else in the world. For the whole month of September, our chef and his team will 
prepare for you the ones Slovak people like the most. For starters you can have an assortment of Slovak 
famer´s sausages with pickled vegetables and onion bread. The soup lovers should not miss the 
CABBAGE SOUP and one of the main starters has to be the most typical dish – HALUŠKY WITH BRYNZA 
(sheep cheese) plus roasted bacon. You can also be looking forward to trying PORK ROAST WITH 
ONION SALAD and the desert - APPLE PIE. The menu is served until the 30th of September, always from 
17:00 to 22:30. You can reserve a seat in the restaurant via: +420 603 459 172 
or E: restaurace@maximus-resort.cz.

Are you one of those happily engaged couples, looking for the right place for your special day? A 
place fulfilling all your requirements might be difficult to find but look no more. Contact our wedding 
manager Linda and set up a personal meeting, she will aid to make this difficult process easier; you can 
discuss all the possibilities and services we can provide to you. The ´Yes I do´ can be said on our 
original wedding meadow in the unique and romantic environment of beautiful nature. Our experienced 
wedding manager guarantees you will be completely able to enjoy your day without any worries, as it 
should be, you just be focusing on your beloved ones. 

As every year, the doors of the most interesting monuments, buildings, premises and areas are opened 
to the public. That includes those that are otherwise partly or totally inaccessible. This and more is 
possible because of the international event called European heritage days that will be happening in 
Brno on September 9th. This year´s topic is: "Common heritage, common values". The Touristic Information 
Center prepared for its visitors a series of commented tours focused on interesting architectural buildings 
always in doubles – the new and the old ones. Hotel Avion and the Ossuary underneath the Church of 
St. James, Alfa palace and Church of St. Johns, just to name a few. More information can be found on 
https://www.gotobrno.cz/akce/dny-evropskeho-dedictvi-2018/.


